When escaped serial killer Jack Schmitt dies a mysterious death in the city's sewage treatment plant, deep, dark trouble comes to town. A horrifying accident at a nearby genetic research laboratory results in the bloodthirsty killer's resurrection and soon, using the county's sewer system as his underground lair, Schmitt exacts his odious revenge on the frightened townsfolk.

This is the thriller that does for toilets what Psycho did for showers. Come along if you dare. Just don't get caught with your pants down!

“The acting is great, the directing is fast-paced and the score is incredible for a movie on this budget level.”
—Chris Sharp
Hitch Magazine

“Even if I have to bet my house to get you to watch it, you will find Monsturd to be damned funny.”
—Allen Richards
B-Independent

“Filled with giddy energy, cheesy effects, non-stop toilet humor and more genuinely funny moments than most comedies…”
—Reverend Spenser Hoyt
Cult Cuts

**SPECIAL FEATURES INCLUDE:**
Trailer, Commentary Track, Behind-The-Scenes Footage AND MORE!